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Community Voice
Living in the midst of COVID-19 required all of us to make adjustments in
virtually every area of our lives, and Community Voice was no exception.
The year 2020 was not what we had envisioned. While we weren’t able
to engage with our advisors as often, we were thrilled that we maintained
meaningful connections and continued to move our work forward.
It was not business as usual for our in-person advisors. We set up virtual
meetings and continued to meet bimonthly on video calls. Our advisors
eagerly tackled numerous topics and provided valuable feedback. We gained
key lessons about how to leverage technology with our advisors, which
laid the groundwork for the launch of our virtual Community Voice council.
Members of this council meet via video. We also were able to launch new
disease-specific councils virtually.
As a result of COVID-19, some unfinished business will move into 2021. On
our to-do list is launching a speaker’s bureau, getting advisor co-leaders in
place at each facility and increasing the diversity of the councils. All are high
priorities, and we are confident we will reach our goals.
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Like our in-person councils, our e-advisors pivoted in response to COVID-19.
We temporarily paused sending out e-advisor surveys during April and May
to be sensitive to the pandemic and unprecedented times facing our panel.
We gradually started sending surveys again from June through December
and were able to finish the year strong with over 9,000 total survey
responses for 2020.
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Community Voice 2020
In-person councils
9

Novant Health facilities
with an in-person council

Novant Health Brunswick Medical Center
Novant Health Clemmons Medical Center
Novant Health Forsyth Medical Center
Novant Health Huntersville Medical Center
Novant Health Kernersville Medical Center

149

Novant Health Matthews Medical Center

in-person advisors

Novant Health Presbyterian Medical Center
Novant Health Rowan Medical Center
Novant Health Thomasville Medical Center

3%

White

9%
48%

52%

Black

Novant Health
team members
88%

Patients and
family members

23%

Female
77%

Male

Other

53 years
Average age
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Community Voice 2020
E-advisors
7,560

302
5

11

e-advisors in total

e-advisors added
in 2020

surveys sent in
2020

focus areas of engagement

Patient
experience

Consumer engagement

Institutes of care experience

Facility and clinic planning

Technology and digital health

3%
16%

84%

Novant Health
team members
Patients and
family members

9%3%
6%

White
Asian

15%
71%

2%

Black
Latino
Not provided
Other

7%

Female

23%
70%

Male
Not provided/
other

53 years
Average age
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Key accomplishments
Advisors join Novant Health committees
Our institutes get dedicated councils
In 2019, we created our first institute-specific patient and family
advisory council focused on behavioral health. We started with our
own Novant Health team members who have had behavioral health
experiences, either as a patient or family member. These council
members have provided input and recommendations to help improve the overall
experience. Projects for 2020 included developing materials for family members and
exploring ways to improve the involuntary commitment process, including communication
with the patient’s loved ones.
2020 also saw the launch of a council focused on obesity. Council members bring
their perspectives as patients or loved ones in a way that allows us to recognize their
experiences and address expectations of this patient group. This council was motivated
by patients reporting they did not always feel comfortable going to a provider’s office
knowing their weight was going to be a focus of discussion, even when they may be there
for something unrelated. As a council, we are working to make patient visits at clinics
more comfortable and body-inclusive. Upcoming projects for 2021 will include improving
language, inclusivity, comfortability and overall care in all care settings for patients who
struggle with obesity.

Getting the details right for our handbook and guest
services guide
Making the hospital stay remarkable starts with the right resources.
That’s why we asked our advisors to help us create a patient-centered
handbook for hospitalized patients. Advisors let us know what was
important to include in the handbook, and they then reviewed the book before it was
finalized. Their feedback made the handbook easier to read and more interactive. In
addition, advisors provided valuable feedback on a new guest services guide that detailed
important information specific to each of our hospitals.
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Advisors were invited to attend Novant Health committees for the first
time. Committees have a specific focus area and are made up of Novant
Health team members. Opening committees to patients and loved ones
and welcoming their voice in conversations that would not traditionally
include people outside of the organization shows the value we place on the voice of our
patients and their loved ones. We strive to have the patient and family voice front and
center in all we do. Currently, advisors serve on the patient rights council and the patient
education council. The human experience innovation council, which focuses on care
delivery and experience in Novant Health Medical Group clinics, is poised to have advisors
join it on various projects as needed. We look forward to seeing advisors join more councils
and committees in 2021.

Evaluating the design of our newest institute
How patients are treated and how they like our services are always top
of mind at Novant Health. Our programs are centered on the patient
experience. To ensure we keep that commitment, our advisors let us
know how we are doing.
That was especially true in 2020 as Novant Health Heart & Vascular Institute opened in
October, serving Charlotte and surrounding communities. The institute’s design and flow
were reviewed in detail by our advisors at Novant Health Presbyterian Medical Center,
located just across the street from the institute.

Introducing our new patient rights and responsibilities video
All patients have rights and they need easy-to-understand resources
to know what they are. We knew having the voice of an advisor was
necessary when we decided to create a video to increase patient
awareness of their rights and responsibilities, as laid out in the Patient
Bill of Rights. One of our advisors, Nickalaus Goodman, who serves on the council at
Novant Health Rowan Medical Center, was able to actively participate in the planning of
this all important video. Nickalaus spoke up to ensure the topics we covered, and the way
we covered them, would land well with our patients and their loved ones.
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Key accomplishments continued

Working together with our new screening application
The pandemic changed how we delivered care at all of our facilities. To
do that, new tools helped us make those changes. In-person advisors
across the organization partnered with guest services to test our new
online pre-screening tool for patients, visitors and vendors. The tool was
designed to make it easy to be pre-screened for COVID-19 before entering our facilities.
It also helped speed up the check-in process. The advisors made recommendations for
this new tool and helped us improve the website. This partnership helped us modify the
website, which encouraged more people to use the pre-screening tool. All of these efforts
ultimately created an easy-for-me process for our patients, visitors and vendors.

Making billing easier to understand
Everyone should be able to understand the bill received. To improve
our billing language, we turned to our advisors. They reviewed the
most common billing terminology and weighed in on how easy it was
to understand. We hope this feedback proved helpful to those who
worked so hard to create this tool for our patients.

Product advisors: Getting your input before we launch 		
new products
The best way to improve a product is to learn from those who use it.
That’s why we launched our product advisor program in 2020. These
advisors test selected products before their release and provide us with
feedback to improve the product’s overall quality. They will participate in design thinking
sessions, usability testing and other experiences at each stage of the product development
life cycle. This ensures that we are designing with – and not just for – our patients and
consumers.
To date, we have about 120 product advisors enrolled with continued plans for growth. In
2021, we will begin engaging this group in digital strategy initiatives, such as the MyNovant
mobile app, and improvements to the virtual care experience, such as patient intake,
registration and care routing.
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Quality improvement initiatives that involve patients playing
an active role in their healthcare
Nothing is more important than safety and quality for our patients. As
we continue to advocate for quality improvement for patient care, we
are often faced with decisions on how to better engage patients in their
own healthcare. As healthcare professionals, we are responsible for quality patient care.
Patients who are actively engaged in their own healthcare tend to have better outcomes,
according to medical literature. With that in mind, our team wanted to gain more insight
on ways patients currently engage in their healthcare and ways they would be open to
becoming more active in the future. We presented ideas to the Novant Health community
advisory board and shared some of the patient engagement platforms being considered
for 2021.
We found it very beneficial to share how the safety and quality department works “in the
background” to improve patient safety and quality. Many patients were unaware that the
Novant Health Medical Group has a department dedicated solely to safety and quality.
It also was helpful to hear feedback and questions directly from patients. Additionally,
through survey data, we gained valuable insight into the types of patient engagement tools
that may resonate best with patients.
In some instances, we were surprised that the patient feedback did not align exactly with
our expectations for what patients would want. For example, we thought patients would
be interested in a platform that would enable them to engage in friendly competition with
members of their circles. However, based on the survey results, most patients did not
express interest. By getting patient input, it potentially saved us from using unnecessary
resources for this platform. This shows just how important our patient advisory groups
are. Ultimately, exchanging ideas between our team and a group of core patients was
invaluable. It gave these patients a glimpse of another way they are supported by Novant
Health, and our team was able to walk away with a better understanding of how future
work could impact patient care.
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Key accomplishments continued

The impact of social events
A lot happened in 2020. We couldn’t end the year without hearing
from our e-advisors on social events affecting our communities. That
feedback helped Novant Health shape how we communicate the caring
and sensitive messages around the racial injustices in our community.
With that guidance and insight, we now better understand what our community would like
to know about where we stand as an organization.

Most patients want online summaries over printouts
The majority of our patients prefer electronic copies of their after-visit
summary instead of paper copy. After learning that fact at the beginning
of 2020, we quickly adjusted the process to default to electronic
after-visit summary unless otherwise requested by the patient. This
has saved printing tens of thousands of pieces of paper a day. It also provides patients
with easier access to resources they need at their fingertips. Now they can log on and
refer to the summary anytime. This insight also was largely beneficial given our increased
expansion of digital health in 2020.

Big changes for gift shops
E-advisors had the opportunity to provide feedback on hospital gift
shops. Whether the members have personally experienced one of our
Novant Health gift shops or they were responding with future needs in
mind, their input resulted in big changes.

COVID-19 testing from home
It seemed like 2020 was the year everything revolved around the home,
and that also meant exploring at-home lab tests.
We surveyed e-advisors about lab testing at home and their responses
helped launch a few projects, including COVID-19 testing from home.
After hearing from our e-advisors, we went live with letting eligible patients get tested for
COVID-19 from the comfort of their home. After having an on-demand video visit, a
nasal swab test kit is sent to the patient, who then administers the test and mails it back
to the lab.

Remote patient monitoring
Our last Community Voice survey of 2020 asked our e-advisors for
feedback about remote patient monitoring. The strong engagement
and feedback we received will help influence our decisions and program
design for 2021. We learned that 87% of respondents are already tracking health data.
Getting this data into systems where doctors could monitor and provide feedback has the
potential to transform how care is delivered.
Due to the transparent and valued feedback, we understand that if patients are going
to share their data, they want their provider to give them timely, understandable and
actionable next steps. In 2021, we will continue to explore how to maximize health
measurements and provide our patients remarkable care.

In midsummer, Novant Health launched an online hospital gift shop across several
facilities! Not only did this fill a void during COVID-19, it also allows for anyone who is not
local to make purchases for loved ones and have them delivered directly to the hospital.
Visit NovantHealth.org/GiftShop to learn more.
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The year ahead for
Community Voice
1

We will create a speakers bureau of advisors who will share their stories
and experiences with Novant Health and the community.

2

We will increase the diversity for our in-person councils, e-advisors
and product advisors to better reflect the populations we serve. To
increase diversity, we will launch additional councils that will meet in
underserved communities.

3

We will expand e-advisors in our Winston-Salem and Coastal markets
in North Carolina.

4

We will continue to launch institute-specific councils with a focus on
Novant Health Women’s & Children’s Institute.

5

We will deploy demographic-specific surveys, allowing us to get more
focused in the surveys and data.

6

We will engage product advisors in digital strategy initiatives and
improvements for the virtual care experience.
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Community Voice
advisor spotlight
We are so grateful for all of our advisors and would like to share more with you about
three individuals who serve on Community Voice.
Tom Elmore
I am an adjunct professor in the UNC Charlotte department
of public health sciences. My healthcare career spans more
than 40 years, including several years with Novant Health. I
currently serve on the Community Voice Council at Novant
Health Matthews Medical Center, as a volunteer at Novant
Health Matthews Medical Center, on the Novant Health
Greater Charlotte Market Volunteer Council, and as a
Community Voice representative on the Novant Health Patient
Education Council.
I serve because I want to make a difference by giving back. I am driven by my faith
and belief that we must “start to recognize that everyone is my neighbor.” One of
the things I keep in mind when serving as the voice of the community is how the use
of clinical acronyms impact what patients and their loved ones understand when
receiving care.
I have been married to my wife, Zoe, for 41 wonderful years (and counting). We have
two married sons, one grandson and two grand dogs. I am a board member of the
local chapter of the American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) and a Life
Fellow in the American College of Healthcare Executives.
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Jennifer Greenley
I have been with Novant Health since 2002, initially as a
registered dietitian for a Novant Health ob-gyn office and,
in 2017, I was asked to be the clinic administrator for the
same clinic.
During some of these same years, I was experiencing domestic
violence in my home and received great support from Novant
Health through the Employee Assistance Program, my clinic
team and Novant Health security. I firmly believe I would not be where I am today
without that assistance.
In 2014, we were able to leave our situation. It was at this point where I had to navigate
behavioral health options for each of my children, who all needed different levels and
types of behavioral health assistance. I had no experience navigating behavioral health
assistance, let alone how to manage it for four of us all at once.
When the call for volunteers for the behavioral health council came, I felt I could
contribute from the perspective that, at one point in my life, I knew nothing about
behavioral health. My contributions to this team come from the perspective of, “If I
were in this situation and knew nothing, what information would I need in order to feel
that I was making a good decision for my loved one?”
It is hard to be a caretaker for another person and it is twice as hard in the behavioral
health system, because most of us have never used these services until there is a crisis.
As a result of the team who worked to help us, my kids and I are thriving, and it is my
turn to attempt to help the next family in crisis.
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Anthony Mckoy
I became an e-advisor because I believe it is my
responsibility to speak up for those who have no voice.
Those who are invisible as we drive down our streets and
those who are the last, the least and the left out.
I joined Novant Health in March 2020. The day that I sat in
orientation and read the letter about Carl Armato’s vision
for diversity, I knew I had landed in the right place. I looked for opportunities to share
with the organization. My short time here has provided me with many opportunities to
share my voice. I serve as a Community Voice e-advisor, and I am a former diversity,
inclusion and equity facilitator. I have also served on the behavioral health council,
generation-to-generation business resource group, Black + African American business
resource group and patient services council. I also am a mentor to at-risk young men
and a member of the Central Church of God.
I have been married for 30 years to my wife, Audrey, and we have three beautiful girls
(Rachel, 29; Mary, 27; Kayla, 24) and a son (Michael, 19). In 2008, we moved to Indian
Trail, North Carolina, from the coastal city of Norwalk, Connecticut, just 38 miles from
Manhattan.
Before entering the medical field, I worked as an accountant for 22 years. Several of
my years in accounting were with Ipsos North America, which is a research company
that does a lot of surveys on a national and international level. While there, I developed
an appreciation for surveys and the value that they bring to our country and world.
I am also a Gallup and Nielsen household, so we often complete surveys that I
frequently hear discussed on Good Morning America CNN, Fox News or featured in the
New York Times.
I joined the council because I believe that someone who genuinely cares about
patients, the community and organization should do their part to make healthcare
the best and most remarkable it can be. Like voting, I take surveys seriously because
it’s my chance to stand up and be seen, speak up to be heard and sit down to be
appreciated.
“People feel comfortable talking to me since I’ve been around so long. I’m seen as a
peer. They tell me the real struggle and I am able to take that transparency back to
the PFAC.” On being a paramedic on weekends in addition to his full-time job and
volunteer work, Nickalaus said: “I will do it as long as I am able because it is important
to remember why we do what we do.”
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Thank you for
your service
We would like to thank all of our in-person advisors and
e-advisors for their time and ongoing contribution
to Community Voice. You have a voice in your
healthcare community, and we value
your feedback.
For more information about Community Voice
or to learn how to get involved, please visit our
webpage at NovantHealth.org/CommunityVoice.
If you would like to be part of Community Voice,
please apply to be an in-person advisor
or sign up to be an e-advisor or
product advisor.
We look forward to your
continued partnership in
2021 and beyond!
Sincerely,
Melissa Parker
Senior vice president and
patient advocacy officer,
Novant Health
Stephanie Landry
Vice president, digital health and engagement,
Novant Health
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Nondiscrimination and access to healthcare: Novant Health does not
discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, national origin,
religion, disability, sex, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity
or age with regard to admission, treatment or participation in its programs,
services and activities, or in employment. Free foreign language interpreters
are available for individuals with limited English proficiency. Free sign
language and oral interpreters, TTYs and other services are available to
deaf and hard-of-hearing persons. For further information about this
policy, contact: Novant Health director of internal audit and compliance,
704-384-7638 or TDD 1-800-735-8262.
Novant Health, 2085 Frontis Plaza Blvd., Winston-Salem, NC 27103
NovantHealth.org

Making healthcare remarkable
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